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Merriam-Webster’s legendary resource reinvented for today’s 
audience and featuring updated vocabulary, expanded  
content, new features, and a fresh modern design...

Introducing the NEW  
Merriam-Webster
Unabridged
America’s largest,  
most comprehensive  
dictionary.



Blog
Observations  

about words and  
language from  

Merriam-Webster 
editors, and news 

about the site.

“ask the editor” 
Videos

Merriam-Webster 
editors answer 

commonly 
asked grammar 

questions & 
comment on 

interesting 
language topics.

advanced  
search options

Enhance and  
broaden your 

search results by  
main entry,  
definition,  
function,

etymology,  
date, and more...

Word  
of the Day
Learn a new  

word each day,  
complete with 

example  
sentences,  

word histories,  
and audio  

pronunciations.

Most Popular
A running list  
of the most 

popular words 
looked up 

on a daily and  
weekly basis.

Trend Watch
Ongoing 
coverage  

of spikes in  
news-driven 

lookups.

Quizzes  
& Games
Test your  

vocabulary,  
general  

knowledge, and 
visual skills.  
Compare 

your scores  
with others.

Top 10 Lists
An entertaining 
way to broaden
vocabulary and 

discover the  
origin of words.

My Favorites
Enjoy customized  
preferences and 

access to  
saved searches.

MoRE ThAN 5,000 NEW ENTRIES

Politics—advocacy research, approval rating, robocall

Psychology & education—alpha state, antisocial personality  
disorder, intellectual disability

science, Math, and engineering—approximation theory, aptamer,  
archaeomagnetism, Atterberg limit, copernicium

society—air rage, assistance dog, assistive, audism,  
boomerang child, bromance, bucket list, crowdsourcing, cyberbully, 
helicopter parent, flexitarian, ecotourism

sports & Fitness—acey-deucy, air it out, albatross, amplitude, kettlebell

arts & entertainment—jukebox musical, axman, geocaching

Briticisms—al desko, A. N. Other, arsey, atishoo, assault course

Business & economics—adverse selection, affinity marketing, aftermarket,  
angel investor, systemic risk, shovel-ready

Digital technology— above-the-fold, ad server, adware, agnostic, application 
programming interface (API), at sign, auto-complete, mash-up, cloud computing

health & Medicine— A-fib, angiotensin-receptor blocker, aprepitant, aripiprazole,
aromatase inhibitor, arthrocentesis, atherectomy, Avapro, CT colonography,  
bevacizumab, aseptic meningitis, patellar tendinitis, magnetoencephalography

The unabridged is an essential source of continuously updated information on the english 



Watch for more! 
audio 

Pronunciations
Added with

each future site
update.

access
Other 

references
including the
Collegiate®

Dictionary
and

 Thesaurus.

related Words
Synonyms, 

antonyms, and 
related words.

advanced
search

Including 
exclusive access

to recently
collected  
citations  
from the

Merriam-Webster  
citation files.

Quotations
Examples of 
words used  
in context 
by skilled  
writers.

Word history
Etymologies  
trace words  

from their earliest  
occurrence in  

English &  
describe any  
transmission  
from other 
languages. 

Dates
Included  
for many  

frequently 
looked up 

words. 

utility Tools
Print, e-mail, cite, 

or save words
for future visits.Popularity 

Meter
Indicates the 
popularity of  
a word based 
on lookups
from our
Web site.

David Foster Wallace 
Ken Auletta
George Will
Michael Pollan
William Safire

Barbara Kingsolver
Natalie Angier
Nora Ephron
Sebastian Junger
Anna Quindlen

WrITers QuoTeD INCLuDe:

Doris Lessing 
J.K. Rowling
Christopher Hitchens
Aaron Sorkin
Maya Angelou

Terry McMillan
Cormac McCarthy
John le Carré
Garrison Keillor 
Sarah Vowell

language, with new entries and usage content added several times throughout the year. 



The FeaTures users ask For

“ Merriam-Webster Unabridged is effortless to use and offers so much more than  
just meanings of words. It’s great to see the etymology of the word and its usage  
in context, not to mention the ease of searching itself. My patrons in the library love it!”  
 —Librarian, North Carolina Museum of Art

“The #1 reference source for the Millennium”  
 —Library Journal

“ Merriam Webster’s Unabridged is an essential tool of the Tulane Law School  
Publications Department. Having an up-to-date dictionary available online to ensure  
consistent spelling and usage is indispensable in producing quality scholarship.”  
 —Manager, Publications, Tulane Law School

Contact Britannica to subscribe:
Phone: (+61) 2 9915 8800 
Fax: (+61) 2 9419 5247
E-mail: bol@eb.com.au
Web: edu.eb.com

subscriber Benefits:
   Training and Support
   Reporting
    Easy access and authentication

subscription Prices  
are based on the  

size and type  
of institutions.  

    700,000 clear definitions  
with enriched content

    476,000 words defined in a  
clean, user-friendly format

    5,000 new entries added

    143,000 etymologies

    100,000 quotations from  
skilled writers

    107,000 additional example  
sentences clarify meanings

    synonyms and antonyms

    Nearly 200 usage paragraphs  
offer guidance for commonly  
misused words

    Nearly 1,000 pictorial  
illustrations

    expanded & advanced search   
including access to the  
Merriam-Webster citation files 

    Interactive and social Features 
games and quizzes with  
competitive scoring

    Other Merriam-Webster  
references including the  
Collegiate® Dictionary,  
Thesaurus, and Encyclopedia; 
Medical, Spanish-English, and  
French-English Dictionaries

    editorially Generated Features  
Word of the Day, Trend  
Watch, Top 10 Lists,  
Ask the Editor videos, and  
The Merriam-Webster Blog—
weekly insight and  
observations about language 
from Merriam-Webster  
editors

Merriam-Webster Inc. 
dictionary.eb.com


